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The Harrogate meeting
We have a last report on plans for our spring
meeting (26 May-29 May). Preparations are

now well under way. The format of the
meeting will be that adopted in previous years

with the main meeting running between 27
May and 29 May, with the preceding day (26
May) allocated to the working groups of the
society. There are now five active working
groups of the society (pacing and electro-
physiology, intervention, echocardiography,
nuclear medicine, and paediatrics). Each
group produces its own programme for the
Tuesday afternoon which members of the
Society may wish to attend. It has been
suggested that the programmes of the work-
ing groups might be more closely integrated
with the main meeting in future years: the
newly formed Programme Committee are

looking at this option. If you have any views
we would like to hear from you. As before
there are three plenary sessions in the main
programme. The plenary session on 27 May
is on epidemiology, chaired by David Wood.
The plenary session on 28 May is an update
on transplantation, chaired by John Dark.
The plenary session on 29 May is an update
on thrombolytic and angioplasty trials
co-chaired by David de Bono and Anthony
Rickards. In each of these sessions there
will be presentations from American and
continental European speakers. We have
been impressed by the number and quality of
abstracts submitted this year for the scientific
meeting and numbers again have topped
previous records. The total of 685 sub-
missions represents a 15% increase on last
year: of these a total of 270 (39%) have been
accepted for presentation. We have increased

the number of posters presented this year,

with two separate poster sessions on the
Wednesday. The main lectures this year are

the Thomas Lewis Lecture to be given by
Professor Eugene Braunwald from Harvard
and the St Cyres Lecture to be given by
Raphael Balcon. As a follow up to the success-

ful meeting held in December we will be
discussing the developing internal market in
cardiology and cardiac surgery. The other
innovation this year is a session primarily
aimed at the district general hospital car-

diologists. This session is to be chaired by
Andrew McLeod. Speakers will discuss some
of the controversies in contemporary car-

diological practice. We would like to hear
your views about this experiment. As can be
seen from the changes outlined above, the
society is slowly modifying the format of the
Annual Scientific Meeting in response to
members requests and needs. To facilitate
this process we have organised a Programme
Committee that is chaired by Andrew Hen-
derson. The committee comprises Ronnie
Campbell, Andrew McLeod, Duncan
Dymond, and Paul Oldershaw. It met for-
mally for the first time recently to formulate
the programme for Harrogate, and will be
meeting again during the course of the meet-
ing to make modifications that can be adopted
subsequently at Wembley and Torquay. If
you wish to make suggestions to this commit-
tee please write to Andrew Henderson.
Ideally new ideas should be passed on before
the Harrogate meeting because changes take a

long time to implement. Areas for debate
already include the inter-relation between
posters and oral presentations, methods by
which poster sessions can be improved, and

the balance between presentation of original
work and update sessions. You will hear more
in future newsletters.

Honours
Members of our society featured in the new
year honours. Magdi Yacoub will receive a

knighthood on 19 May and Michael Webb-
Peploe an OBE on 17 March. We apologise
for being late in offering our congratulations.
We have more good news. John Camm and
Tom Evans have both been made Queen's
Honorary Physicians (civilian).
Our newsletters have been getting longer, a

trend we may not be able to reverse . .. We
have decided to try subheadings. We hope
this will not encourage colleagues to be selec-
tive in their reading: that would be at the peril
of missing vital information, and assuredly
cannot be recommended.
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The Annual Meeting ofthe British Cardiac
Society will take place at the Harrogate
International Centre on 26 to 29 May. The
closing date for receipt of abstracts was 3
January.
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